
HOUSE No. 4994
By Mr. Bartley of Holyoke, petition of David M. Bartley that

provision be made for the securing and taking of abandoned property
for homesteading and rehabilitation. Urban Affairs.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Fo

An Act to provide for the securing and taking of aban-
doned PROPERTY FOR HOMESTEADING AND REHABILITATION.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 SECTION 1. Chapter 1218 of the General Laws, as appear-
-2 ing in section 1 of chapter 751 of the acts of 1969 is hereby
3 amended in section 1 by adding after line three, the following:
4 “abandoned property”, property that is vacant and is neither
5 sealed nor continuously guarded and has been vacant for a period
6 of at least thirty days, or was vacated because the premises were
7 dangerous, unsafe, or unfit for human habitation; or property for
8 which the owner no longer provides services and allows taxes to
9 go unpaid.
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I SECTION 2. Said chapter 1218 is hereby further amended
2 in section 58 by adding at the end thereof the following: - It is
3 further declared (a) that there exist in cities and towns
4 throughout the Commonwealth abandoned residential properties
5 for which the owners are neither paying taxes nor providing
6 maintenance; (b) that these properties are a blighting influence
7 on and are a danger to the health and safety of the surrounding
8 neighborhood; that the other property owners in the neighbor-
-9 hood suffer from the blighting influence of these properties, and

10 the cities and towns suffer from the lack of revenue from
| l delinquent taxes; (c) that there also exists in the state a shortage
I 2 of habitable dwellings; and (d) that speedy securing and taking of
13 abandoned homes for demolition or transfer to new owners
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14 would slow down the deterioration of both the units and
15 neighborhood, and would bring new life to declining neighbor-
-16 hoods.

1 SECTION 3. Said chapter 1218 is hereby further amended
2 in section 59 by changing the period in sentence one to a comma
3 and inserting the following: - or to finance the acquisition of
4 abandoned buildings pursuant to section fifty-nine A; and by
5 inserting in the fifth paragraph, after the comma in line 1, the
6 words; excluding those acquired under the provisions of
7 section fifty-nine A, .

1 SECTION 4. Said chapter 1218 is hereby further amended
2 by adding, after section 59, the following new section:
3 Section 59A. Notwithstanding any contrary provision of this
4 chapter, an urban renewal agency may secure and acquire by
5 grant, gift, or eminent domain, as provided in clause (d) of
6 section eleven, residential buildings of not more than three units
7 which are certified by the building inspector to be abandoned
8 buildings, for the purpose of transfering title of said buildings to
9 persons or limited-dividend or non-profit corporations who will

10 rehabilitate and occupy them, or for the purpose of demolishing
I 1 such units.
12 Upon petition by ten neighborhood residents to the agency
13 that there exists an abandoned building which is adversely
14 affecting the neighborhood, the agency shall make a determina-
-15 tion as to whether or not the building is abandoned, and if so,

1 6 whether or not it is a hazard to the neighborhood which should
1 7 be secured and taken.
18 An urban renewal agency may transfer title to such residential
19 property to an individual or family who will agree to bring the
20 building up to minimum code standards for health and safety and
21 to occupy the building as a residence for an agreed period of at
22 least five years, or to a limited-dividend or non-profit organiza-
-23 tion that agrees to bring about such a transfer or otherwise
24 rehabilitate said property. An urban renewal agency also may
25 demolish an abandoned building which it has acquired if the
26 agency determines that the building cannot reasonably be made
27 habitable, or if, after a search extending for a period of at least
28 six months after the agency has acquired the property, no
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29 non-profit or limited-dividend corporation can be found to carry
30 out the purposes of this section. A renewal agency acting under
31 authority of this section shall adopt rules and regulations
32 governing the following: (1) the decision to acquire a property
33 by eminent domain, (2) the decision to demolish a building so
34 acquired or to cause it to be rehabilitated and occupied, (3) the
35 transfer of title of properties so acquired (4) provisions for
36 reversion of such properties to the agency if the terms of the
37 contract transferring title are not met. Such rules and regulations
38 shall provide that appropriate instruments be recorded in the
39 appropriate registry of deeds in order to give public notice of any
40 actions which affect or may affect the title to the parcel or
41 parcels involved.

SECTION 5. Chapter 143 of the General Laws, as most
recently amended by chapter 802 of the acts of 1972, is hereby
amended in section 1 by inserting after the colon at the end of
the first sentence, the following: abandoned building, property
that is vacant and is neither sealed nor continuously guarded and
has been vacant for a period of at least 30 days, or was vacated
because the premises were dangerous, unsafe, or unfit for human
habitation; or property for which the owner no longer provides
services and allows taxes to go unpaid.
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SECTION 6. Said chapter 143 is hereby further amended by
adding after section 6 the following new section; -
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Section 6A. It is hereby declared that there exist in cities and
towns throughout the Commonwealth abandoned properties
which the owners are neither paying taxes on nor maintaining.
These properties are a blighting influence on and are a danger to
the health and safety of the surrounding neighborhood. The
other property owners in the neighborhood suffer from the
blighting influence of these properties, and the cities and towns
suffer from the lack of revenue from delinquent taxes. There also
exists in the state a shortage of habitable dwellings. Speedy
securing and taking of abandoned homes for demolition or
transfer to new owners would slow down the deterioration of
both the units and the neighborhood, and would bring new life
to declining neighborhoods.
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For the purposes of removing such blight and providing the16
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17 state with a larger supply of habitable dwellings, cities and towns
that have no urban renewal agency are hereby authorized acting
through the inspector of buildings, to secure and acquire by
grant, gift, or eminent domain residential buildings of not more
than three units, certified by the inspector as abandoned
buildings, for the purpose of transferring title of said buildings to
persons or limited dividend organizations who will rehabilitate
and occupy them, or for the purpose of demolishing said units.
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24
25 Upon petition by ten neighborhood residents that there exists

an abandoned building which is adversely affecting the neighbor-
hood, the inspector of buildings shall make a determination as to
whether or not the building is abandoned and, if so, whether or
not it is a hazard to the neighborhood which should be secured
and taken. A city or town acting through the inspector of
buildings, may transfer title to property acquired under provi-
sions of this section to an individual or family who will agree to
bring the building up to minimum code standards for health and
safety and to occupy the building as a residence for an agreed
period of at least five years, or to a limited-dividend or non-profit
organization that agrees to bring about such a transfer or
otherwise rehabilitate said property. A city or town, acting
through the inspector of buildings, may demolish an abandoned
building which it has acquired if the inspector determines that
the buildings cannot reasonably be made habitable, or if, after a
search extending for a period of at least six months after the city
or town property, no non-profit or limited-dividend organization
can be found to carry out the purposes of this section.
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44 An inspector of buildings shall adopt rules and regulations

governing the following; (a) the decision to acquire a pproperty
by eminent domain (b) the decision to demolish a building or
cause it to be rehabilitated and occupied, (c) the transfer of title
of acquired properties, (d) provisions for reversion of properties
to the city if the terms of the contract transferring title are not
met. Such rules and regulations shall provide that appropriate
instruments be recorded in he appropriate registry of deeds in
order to give public notice of any actions which affect or may
affect the title to the parcel or parcels involved.
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